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Abstract
We investigate the possibility that the current failure to resolve basic complexity
theoretic questions stems from the independence of these questions with respect to the
formal theories underlying our mathematical reasoning.
We show that, any question in the field of computational complexity, that can be
shown independent of the axioms of Peano Arithmetic is 'practically insignificant'. If,
using any known mathematical paradigm, P l' N P can be shown to be independent
of Peano Arithmetic, then N P has extremely-close-to-polynomial deterministic time
upper bounds. In particular, in such a case, there is a DTI M E( n1og·(n)) algorithm
that computes SAT correctly on infinitely many huge intervals of input lengths.
We provide a complete characterization of the worst case behavior of languages
whose location in the complexity hierarchy is independent (with respect to sufficiently
strong proof systems). Such languages are, on one hand easily computable for long
stretches of inputs, and, on the other hand, they are complex infinitely often. (We also
define an explicit example of such a language).
Our results hold for both the Turing Machine and the Non- Uniform Circuit comcom
plexity models.
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Introduction

Godel's incompleteness theorem [G031] has opened a new era in the history of mathematical
thought. In the face of an open conjecture we can try to prove it or try to refute it, but
Godel has brought to our awareness a third possibility - it may sometimes be the case that,
in the framework of what we consider as acceptable mathematical reasoning, the conjecture
is neither provable nor is it refutable. In such cases we say that the conjecture is independent
of the underlying mathematical theory.
ex
Godel's incompleteness theorem states that every formal theory that is sufficiently expressive, recursive and sound, cannot be complete. In other words, once we fix our proof
technique, there is always a statement that both it and its negation are not provable in that
formal theory.
It took more than thirty years to come up with the first example of a genuine mathemathe
matical question that is independent of mathematics (i.e. Set Theory). In [C063] Cohen
proves the independence of the continuum hypothesis. Cohen introduces a special technique
for proving independence from the axioms of set theory - the 'forcing' technique. So far,
Cohen's forcing is the only available framework for proving such results.
The forcing method has, however, some inherent limitations: There is a class of formulas,
called absolute formulas [Ku80], for which the forcing method cannot produce independence
proofs. In particular, forcing cannot prove the independence (from set theory) of any open
question in Number Theory.
It may be justified, when dealing with number theoretic statements, to investigate inin
dependence from number theoretic theories. Peano Arithmetic proof system (P A) may be
considered a reasonable candidate for reflecting the finitistic working tools of a mathematimathemati
cian, yet it is strictly weaker than full Set Theory. This approach was successfully applied by
Paris and Harrington [PH77] who, in 1977, proved the independence from Peano Arithmetic
of a combinatorial statement concerning finite sets of natural numbers.
The results of Paris and Harrington have raised some hopes that similar independence
con
results could be obtained for interesting statements in Computer Science. Questions concerning computational complexity in the Turing Machine model can usually be coded as
help
questions about natural numbers. It is only natural to wonder whether our apparent helplessness in the face of questions like P ~ N P is not the result of an inherent independence
of this statement (rather than an indication to an insufficient understanding of the issue).
The aim of this work is to investigate this rather exotic possibility. The bottom line of
our investigation is that in order to prove such an independence result, one would basically
in
have to resolve the original question. In particular, if the statement" P =f:. N P" is proved independent of P A then, P almost equals N P (in the sense that there exist almost-polynomial
upper bounds on the deterministic complexity of N P). Such an independence result would
imply, for an example, the nonexistence of (polynomial) One-Way-Functions. (An analogous
result holds for the independence of P = N P).
On the other hand we prove the existence of arbitrarily complex languages L for which
P A If "L is not a regular language". We also present an explicitly defined language exhibiting
such behavior.
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1.1

Previous Work

Previous work on this issue can be roughly classified into three categories:
1. Results that are based on self-referential algorithms (or diagonalyzation). The work

of Hartmanis [HH76, Ha84] is a central example in this category. Results of this type
tend to be ea.sily generalizable to any recursive proof system. On the other hand, as
ea.sily extended to oracle complexity models, they are of inherently
such results can be easily
limited range. Rather than referring to the complexity of a language they refer to
the complexity of a specific algorithm [HH76] or to the complexity of languages in
relativised models of computation [Ha84].
2. Another line of attack,
a.ttack , is to show independence of natural problems relative to a weak
(and consequently of lirnited interest) proof systems. The work of Lipton [Li78] Joseph
and Young [1Y81, .JY85], and Leivant [Le82] can be viewed as taking this approach.
3. More recently, several researchers have succeeded in applying the basic idea behind
the Paris-Harrington result to computer theoretic questions. As shall be elaborated
below, once a (recursive) function grows extremely fast, its totality cannot be proved
in finite set theory. Fortune Leivant and O'donnell [FL083], and Loebl and Nesetril
[LN88], have found problems in the areas of Semantics of Programming Languages and
of Data Structures (respectively) that give rise to such functions and, consequently, to
non-provable (as far as finitistic methods go) true statements in these fields.

1.2

Our Results

We wish to understand tile issue of independence of natural complexity questions (such
?
as P ~ N P) with respect to proof systems that reflect the reasoning process of everyday
mathematical investigation. We chose to attack the problem of provability by strengthening
a natural proof system (rather than taking the common approach of replacing it by a weaker
one). vVe prove a necessary and sufficient condition for the independence of computational
complexity questions relative to a strong proof system.
Our sufficient condition is a generalization of the ideas underlying the third of the aboveabove
inde
mentioned approaches. Our necessary condition indicates the inherent limitations of independence proofs in the realm of computational complexity. We prove that if the membership
of a language L in a class C cannot be decided in our strong system, then L is very close to
members of C (in terms of its worst case complexity function). We show that the (mathe(mathe
matical logic) tools for proving independence, are not refined enough to distinguish between
our system and the standard Peano Arithmetic. We conclude that proving independence
from P A of, say, P =/: N P, would imply the existence of an almost polynomial decision
algorithm for SAT. We are not aware of any previous result along this line.
We offer a new tool for measuring the distance between a language and a complexity
class. We show that it yields precise characterization of provability and that it inhibits some
practically jarring aspects of the worst case measure.
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1.3

Outline of our proof

For the sake of clarity let llS concentrate on the case of provability relative to Peano ArithArith
metic. Our results can be modified. to handle provability relative to other proof systems ( in
particular the ZFC axioms of set theory). .
We augment the Peano Arithmetic axioms with the ill theory of the natural numbers - the
set of all III formulas that are true in .A! (the standard model of arithmetic). I Let us denote
the resulting theory by PAl and use PA to denote (non-augmented) Peano Arithmetic.
P Al is not a recursive theory and therefore too strong for being considered as a conceivable
formalization of mathematical reasoning, Still, it turns out to be a useful tool for analyzing
provability relative to Peano Arithmetic: If a statement 4> is not provable in PAl then, of
course, it is not provable in P A. On the other hand, if" 4> is independent of P A" is provable
in any of the known methods for establishing such results, then 4> is independent of PAl as
well!
The next ingredien t in om approach comes from the proof theory of Arithmetic. The
basic idea behind the Paris- Harrington independence proof may be viewed as a 'fast growing
prov
functions' principle, This idea goes back to Kreisel who in [Kr52] proved that, as far as provability in P A goes, recursive functions having very high rate of growth are not provably total.
It turns out that the totality of such functions is also independent of PAl. Furthermore, we
shall show that, any complexity question that is independent of PAl can be represented as
a statement of that type (i,C'. that some meaningful recursive function is total).
The last component we need is a new way of measuring how close is a given language to a
complexity class. Given a class C of languages and a language L we define the approximation
rate of L by C, Rf : A( -+ .\', The central step in this work is theorem 4 stating that PAl If
"L ~ C" if and only if the approximation rate of L by C is an extremely fast growing function
(i.e. not provably recursive).
We conclude our exposition by a brief discussion of our notion of a language being
extremely-fast-approximable by a class of 'easy' languages (say, P). We show that, on
hi
one hand, such languages exist in arbitrarily high levels of the worst-ease-complexity hierarchy, but on the other hand, these languages are 'easy' for all practical purposes (e.g.
cryptography).

2

Proof Theoretic Background

In this section we review some basic facts from the proof theory of Arithmetic. We refer
the reader to [Sm80, Sm83] for an elaborated and truly enjoyable discussion of this topic.
The basic idea goes back to Kreisel [Kr52]. For every recursive formal theory which is sound
for arithmetic there exist total recursive functions such that the theory cannot prove their
totality. Such functions can be characterized by their rate of growth.
Wainer [Wa70] supplies a useful measuring rod for the rate of growth of recursive functions
(from natural numbers to natural numbers) - the Wainer hierarchy. The Wainer hierarchy is
an extension to infinite countable ordinal indices of the more familiar Ackermann hierarchy
lOur definition of PAl differs slightly from the common definition. See section 3.1 for details.
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of functions:

F1 (n) = 2n
Fk+l(n) = F~n)(n)
where F(n) denotes the n'th iterate of F. The famous Ackermann Function is Fw
in this hierarchy.

-

quite low

Definition 1:
1. We say that a function I dominates a function 9 if for all large enough n's, g(n)

< I(n).

Note that for every a < {3, F(J dominates Fa. It is also worthwhile to recall that
Ackermann Function, Fw , dominates all primitive recursive functions.
2.

is the first orcli na! a satisfying w a = a. (The exponentiation here is ordinal exex
ponentiation and EO turns out to be a countable ordinal - the limit of the sequence
w
w'" , ....
)
w,w,w
EO

3. A function I is provably rec1t1'sive in a formal theory T if there is an algorithm A that
computes I for which T proves (using some fixed recursive coding of algorithms) that
A halts on every input..
Lemma 1: [Wa70]
• For every ordinal a <
recursive in P A.

EO,

tile a'th function in the Wainer hierarchy, Fa, is provably

• If a. total recursive I'unction I : N
by some Fa in {Fa: a < EO}'

-?

N is provably recursive in P A then it is dominated

Furthermore, Fortune Leiva.nt and O'donnel [FL083] prove that the set of functions that are
provably recursive in P A equa.ls that set of functions that can be computed in (deterministic)
time dominated by some Fa in {Fa : a < Eo},

Definition 2:
• We call f : N - ? N a Standard Complexity Function (SCF), if it is provable in PA that
f is tota.l (i.e. defined for every i E N), monotonic, and unbounded.
• For any tota.l monoton ic a.nd un bounded

I,

we define 1-1 - the inverse of

f - by:

1-1(n) ~ max{i : I(i) $ n}.
Examples of standa.rd complexity functions are I(n)
well as Ackermann Function and its inverse - a(n).

= n k , I(n) = logn,

and I(n) = 2 R , as

Claim 1: If f is a standard complexity function and g is a monotonic function that is not
dominated by Wainer hierarchy, then there are infinitely many n's satisfying:

Vm [(n < m < 2n )

-?

(g-l(m) < I(m) < g(m))]

(We wrote 2n just for concreteness, the claim remains valid for any bound on m which is an
SCF function of n)
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3

Setting - Up the Ground

3.1

The Theory PAl

The natural and commonly accepted, formal system for reflecting finitistic mathematical
reasoning, is' Peano Arithmetic (or, equivalently, Set Theory without the axiom of infinity).
2
We therefore chose to sta.te our final results in terms of provability with respect to P A.
Still, as a working tool, we need a stronger theory, P AI, that we define below.
Definition 3:
1. We say that a fOl'lllula is a 0 1 formula if it is of the form Vx¢ where ¢ is a formula

in the (first order) language of arithmetic and all its quantifiers are bounded. (In
the context of higher order logics, such formulas are referred to as rr~). By 'bounded
quantifiers' we mea.n qoantification of the form \/x < g(y), where 9 is any provably
recursive function. 3
2. PAl is the proof system having P A U{ ¢ : ¢ is a [ldormula
ITtformula that is true in N} as its

set of axioms. (Here N stands for the standard model of arithmetic).
It is not hard to see that PAl is not recursive (for an example the consistency of P A can
be formalized as a IT
[11l statement). Consequently PAl is not a conceivable candidate for a
workable framework for mathematical reasoning.
To motivate our use of a non-recursive proof system, consider the following example .of a
non-provable statement:

Example 1: Let TH be any sound and recursive proof system for arithmetic. Define an
algorithm Ant by:
On input X, if X is n code of a proof in TH of a contradiction - reject x.
Otherwise - accept x.

Let Ant run over bina.ry st.rings a.nd use L(A) to denote the language accepted by A. As
TH is consistent L(ATH ) = {O,l}*. On the other hand, as Godel's theorem implies that
such TH cannot prove it.s own consistency, TH If "L(AT1t) = {O, 1}.".
This example can be easily modified to produce independence of whichever property that
comes to mind: The running time of an algorithm, the totality of a function etc. (And, in a
sense, is not too far from the independence results of [HH76].
algo
Clearly, the non-provability exhibited here stems from our very specific choice of algorithm. The same language, {O, I} *, can be defined by an algorithm that raises no provability
problems.
2 All of our results can be easily translated to similar theorems for any recursive formal system that
extends PA (in particular, to Z FC set theory).
3Here we differ from the common definition of III formulas [Sm77] that allows only primitive recursive
bounds. It is not hard to realize that the relevant proof theqretic results (mainly Lemma 4 below) can be
strengthened to apply for our definition. This is shown explicitly in [BD91].
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PAl enjoys a property that guarantees that non-provability phenomena is inherently due
to the languages in question and not an artifact of their presentation. We call this property
representation completeness and it is demonstrated (and implicitly defined) by the following
Lemma 2 and Corollary 1. First we first need some notation.
Definition 4:
• A Standard Lang~ta.'Je is a language L for which the membership relation "x E L"
is definable by a no formula - a formula having only bounded (by a funct~on of x)
quantifications. 4
• A class .of lang~ages, C, is a Standard Complexity Class if there exists an easily comcom
putable (e.g. linear time) enumeration {Mi : i E N} where each Mj is a standard code
of a Turing machine endowed with a provably recursive (relative to P A) upper bound
on its running time, such that C = {L(Mj ) : i EN}. We call such an enumeration a
canonical enumeration for C.
Note that 'in praet.ice', any la.nguage or complexity class one ever comes across comply with
the above definition.
Lemma 2: Let L be a standard language. If M is a TM whose running time is bounded
by some provably recursive f(n), a.nd if L(M) = L then PAll- "L(M) c:: L".
Proof:

Using sta.ndard coding techniques, one can express the claim: "There is a sequence
of successive config~lralions of M - < C I , ... ,Ck >, with C l being the stating configuration
of M on input x and C k bei.ng an accepting final configuration of M" as a formula with free
variables k and x. Thus the cla.im: "For every x - there is such a sequence of length < f(n)
iff x E L" can be expressed as anI formula, and hence, it is provable in PAl'
0
Corollary 1: If M I and M 2 are TMs with running time bounded by some provably recursive
f(n), then L(Ml ) = L(M2 ) if and only if PAl I- "L(MI ) = L(M2 )".
Corollary 2: If P = N P then PAl I- "P = N P".
This is true because if P = N P then there is a TM M with running time bounded by n k
(for some constant k) that recognizes SAT. Let M' be a TM similar to M, except that M' has
a 'clock' that stops it a.fter n k steps (if it didn't stop before). Clearly it is provable that M'is
polynomial. Since SAT is a standard language then, by lemma 2, PAl I- "L(lvf') = SAT",
and hence the claim. More generally -
Lemma 3: Whenever C is a standard complexity class and L is a standard language,
L E C if and only if PAl I- "L E G".
4 As far as the results of this work go. we could have extended the definition to aJlow languages defiQ.able
by III formulas as well. But, not being able to come up with a naturaJ example of a language that is not
'standard', we feel that II o is the more natural choice.
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Well, all this is very nice, but why should we care about provability in a non-recursive
theory? Of course, whenever we show that some statement is not provable in PAl we also
get its non-provability in P A. The distinctive virtue of PAl is that, for a. significant class of
properties, the above implication can be also reversed. This is manifested by the following
lemmas. Both lemmas are part of the folklore of proof theory. [FL083] present a proof of
the next lemma and attribute it to G. Kreisel.

Lemma 4:

5

A function is provably recursive in PAl if and only if it is provably recursive

in PA.
For a relational structure M let III (M) denote {tP : tP is a ill formula that
holds true in M}. If the non-provability of a statement 4> relative to a theory T can be
demonstrated by starting wit.h a model M of T in which 4> holds and constructing a submodel
in which -'4> holds, then 4> is also unprovable in TUIII(M).

Lemma 5:

For deep reasons (that (Ire beyond the scope of this paper), any imaginable technique for
proving independence franl sufficiently strong theories, meets the assumptions of Lemma 5.
Corollary 3: Any independence result from P A or from Z FO obtained through any of
the approaches currently known, can be extended to an independence result relative to that
theory augmented with all true III statements.

3.2

Approximating a Language by a Complexity Class

In order to characterize nOll-provable complexity statements, we define a measure of distance
between a language L, and a complexity class 0 - the approximation rate of L by C. We
will show that" L ¢:. 0" is not provable iff the approximation rate of L by 0 is an extremely
fast growing function. We will also show a close relationship between the approximation rate
and worst-case complexity.
The idea of approximation rate of a complex language by a class of easier languages is
analogous to the idea of Diophantine approximations to Real numbers by Rationals. Pushing
this analogy further, languages that are outside 0 but not provably so - resemble Liouville
numbers. We exploit this idea further in [Be91].
Definition 5: Let L be a language, let C be a complexity class, and let M I , M 2 , .•. be some
canonical enumeration of C. The approximation mte of L by C, is the function:

(Where jzl denotes the length of the string z).
Note that the definition of Rf depends upon the canonical enumeration we chose. Just the
same, all the properties of Rf that are relevant to our discussion are invariant with respect
to this choice.
5Due to a subtle weakness of the definition of 'provably recursive function', this lemma is not as significant
as it may sound. See the Appendix for an elaborated discussion.
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Lemma 6: For every Ia.nguage L and every class C, R£ is a total function iff L

rt.

c.

In particular - we'l! consider the approximation rate of P by $AT. Let us pick a standard
enumeration {Mi : i E N} satisfying:
1. The function DESC(i)

= Mi can be computed in linear time.

1og ; steps on every input.
2. For every i, M
M;i runs at most n 10gi

Lemma 7: Let us denote the approximation rate of SAT by P (R~AT) by R. If R- 1 is
bounded by some easly computed function g, then SAT is in DTIME( n[I+logg(n)) X g(n) ).
Proof:
Consider the following algorithm:
for i := 1 to g(lxl) do begin
Compute M
M;i ;; Use a simulation of Mi as a SAT-oracle to find a satisfying asas
signment for x; If you find one - accept x.
end
reject x.
Since R is the approximation ra.te of SAT to P, we don't have to check more then R-1(n) ~
g(n) TMs until we find one tha.t gives right answer on every input of length ~ n. For i ~ g(n)
M
M;i runs for at most n1ogg(n) steps, and we call each M i at most n times, so the whole process
0
ends within n[I+logg(n)] x g(n) many steps.
The following is a natural extension of the notion of approximation rate to the
of Non- Uniform circuit complexity.

conte~et

Definition 6: Let C = Uk NU(fk) (where NU{fk)
NU(fk) denotes the class Non-Uniform-size(fk)),
Non-Uniform-size{fk)),
and let L be a language. The non-uniform approximation rate of L by C is the function:

N RZ(i) = maxj<d min{n : V circuit C of size ~ h(n),

j x E

{O,1}n s.t. L(x) i- C(z))}}

If C = Uk NUUd and L is a language for which NR£
NU{fI+g- 1 (n)(n) ).
NU(fI+g-

Lemma 8:

= g(n)

then, L is in

For an example -let Non-Uniform\P) = Uk NU(n k ) and let us denote by 9 the function
NR~AT' then SAT is in NU(nI+g- (n)).
.

4

The Main Results

Theorem 4: PAl f- P i- N P if and only if there exists Fa for a <
hierarchy, that dominates the approximation rate of SAT to P (R:AT ). 6
6Note again that we refer here to our strong variation of PAl (See section 3.1).
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fO

ill the Wainer

Proof:
If: Suppose there is a function 9 in the hierarchy that dominates R~AT' By the definition
of the approximation-ra.te, Vi :Ix of length ~ R~AT(i) s.t. Mi(x) f. SAT(~). Since for all
sufficiently large i, R~AT(i) < g(i), a.nd by lemma 1, such 9 is provably recursive, then the
claim:
Vi3x s.t.l(x) < g(i) and Mi(x) f. SAT(x)
is a III formula, being true in N it is therefore provable in PAl'
Only-if: If R~AT is not total then, by Lemma 6, P = N P. In such a case, the soundness
of PAl prevents it from proving the inequality. So assume R~AT is a total function. If it
isn't dominated by any function in Wainer hierarchy, then by Lemma 1, PAl fj "R~AT is
complete". By Lemma 6, this implies that PAl fj "P f. N P" .
0
Since we didn't use any special properties of SAT or P in the last proof, we can apply the
same proof for every la.nguage a.nd every complexity class.
Theorem 5: Let C be any standard complexity class and let L be any standard language:
PAl f- " L ~ G" if and only if
is dominated by Wainer hierarchy.

Rf

Corollary 6: If it is provable (in any method known today) that P f. N P is independent
of P A, then the search problem of SAT (i.e. on input x E SAT, find an assignment that
1
satisfies z) is in DTIME(n f - (n)),
(n l ), where f is not dominated by Wainer hierarchy.
Proof:
By corolla.ry 3 (Section 3.1), if it is provable that P f. N P is independent of
P A then it is also independent of PAl' By theorem 4, this means that the approximation
rate of SAT to P, (which we denote by j), is not dominated by any function in Wainer
hierarchy. Since we know that x E SAT, we can use the algorithm of lemma 7 with-out
computing f-l(n) in advance. By the argument of lemma 7, the search promblem is solvable
1
0
in deterministic time TA(n) = f-l(n) x n(1+!og(j-l(n»] ~ n f - (n).

Interpretation
To appreciate the meaning of the last corollary, note that f- 1 is constant on any interval of
the form f(n),f(n) + 1,j(n)
1,J(n) + 2, ... ,f(n + 1). By Claim 1 this implies that, for an f as
1
implied by the corollary, n f - (n) is infinitely often bounded (from above) throughout very
long intervals, by, say, nCl'(n). Could it be the case that SAT is easy on (infinitely many)
long stretches of n's and yet it has infinitely many hard instances? Krishnamurthy and Moll
show in [KM81] an example of infinitely many tautologies that are probably hard instances
for SAT. These tautologies appear too frequently to avoid our 'easy intervals'. Therefore,
assuming their tautologies are hard (say, S1(n o(n»)), there is no proof for the indepepdeqce
of P =I NP.

4.1

Provability in the Non-Uniform model

We now turn our attention to provability of questions in the Non- Uniform Circuit complexity
model. First we consider a family of non-uniform complexity classes, for which we can show
a surprisingly strong result:
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Theorem 7:
function.

Let L be any standard language and let

f

be any standard complexity

1. If L ct. Non- Uniform-size(f) (NU(f)) then P A ~ L ct. NU(f).
2. If L E NU(f) then P A l ~ L E NU(f).
Proof:
1. if L ct. NU(f), there exists an integer n s.t. for every boolean circuit On that has at
most f(n) gates, there is an input :z: of length n, s.t. On(:Z:) =f:. L(:z:). The last claim can
be stated as an existential formula. It is known that every existential formula that is
true in N can be proved by P A, and hence L ct. NU(f) is provable in P A.
2. If L E NU(f) then for every n there is a circuit On of size :$ f(n) s.t. for every input
:z: E {a, 1}n holds Gn(:z:) = L(:z:). This is a III statement that is true in N, and hencehence
it is provable in PAl'
0
Things are not that easy when we deal with NU complexity classes that are not defined
by a single function, such as Non-Uniform-P ( NU(P) ). In this case, we use the non-uniform
approximation rate to stalp a theorem, and a corollary similar to theorem 4, and corollary
6.
Theorem 8: PAl ~ "SAT ~ NU(P)" if and only if there is a function in \Vainer hierarchy
that dominates N R~AT'
Corollary 9:
If it is provable (in any method known today) that SA.T' £t NU(P) is
independent of P A, then SAT E NU(nf-1(n»), where f is not dominated by Wainer hierarchy.
The proof is similar to the proof of theorem 4 and corollary 6.

4.2

Existence of One Way Functions

In this section, we consider the implications of our main theorem to the existence of oneone
way-functions. We use a slight variation of the common definitions of one-way-functions:
Definition 7:

Let

f

be a function that is computable in polynomial time.

1. Let 9 be any S.C.F. We say the f is a g-one-way-function in the (non- )uniform formuformu
lation jf V deterministic (non-uniform) algorithm A in DTIME(ng(n») ( NU(ng(n») ) 3
N such that Vn > N :J:z: E {O, 1}n for which f(A(:z:)) =f:. :z:
2. We say the f is a (non- )uniform one-way-function if there exists a S.C.F. 9 s.t. /
(oon- )uniform g-one-way-function.
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is a

Note that our definitions are weaker then the usual ones, in that we only demc,nd that
deterministic (non-uniform) algorithm will fail reversing I(x) on at least one input of every
length. On the other hand, it is stronger then the usual one in that we demand not only
that every polynomial algorithm can't reverse I, but also the existence of a super-polynomial
function h such that every algorithm in DTIME(h) (NU(h)) fail to do so.
As an immediate corollary, from the above discussion, we get:
Corollary 10: If PAl

If P -# N P

then uniform one-way-functions do not exist.

Proof:
Let I be a function that is computable in polynomial time, and let 9 be a S.C.F.
We denote R~AT by R. By Lemma 7, SAT is solvable by a deterministic algorithm with.
complexity n(1+log(R- 1 (n)) x R-I(n). Since I is computable in polynomial time, then the
problem of inverting I is clearly in N P. (A nondeterministic TM can, on input y, simply
guess x and then compute I( x) and see if it equals y). Thus, the problem of inverting I is
reducible to SAT. This means that 3 deterministic algorithm M that inverts f and works in
time complexity of T(n) = n k[l+log(R-1(n"'») X R-1(n k ) for SOme k.
1
Since 9 is a standard complexity function, then so is the function h(n) = 22 ",9(1ogn). By
theorem 4, if PAl If P -# N P then A is not dominated by Wainer hierarchy, and by claim 1
there exists infinitely ma.ny n's s. t.
R-1(n k )

< h(nk)

= :dry(log

Ilk)

and thus 2klog(R- 1 (n k )) < g(logn k ) < g(n)

+ 10g(R-l(n k ))] + 10g(fo~IJn"'))

Since for big enough n's hold k[l

Then there are infinity many n's s.t. k[1
hence T(n) = n k[1+1og(R-1(n"')]

X

<

2k 10g(R-l(n k ))

+ log(R- 1 (n k))] + 10g(~~IJn"'» < g(n)

R- 1 (n k )

< n 9 (n)

This means that an algorithm that works like M, but halt after at most n 9 (n) steps, will
succeed in inverting I for infinity many lengths, and thus, f is not a g-one-way-function.

o

We can prove a similar corollary for the non-uniform case as well:
Corollary 11: If PAl

5

If SAT

~

NU(P) then non-uniform one-way-functions do not exist.

Meager Languages

To help focusing on the source of non-provability of complexity statements, we introduce aa
new notion - Meager Languages. Somewhat like Sparse sets [Ly75] and Tally sets [B074],
meager languages combine some inherent 'easiness' properties with the possibility of being
arbitrarily complex. We shall show that on one hand, there are arbitrarily complex languages
that are meager, while on the other hand, (all) meager languages are minimal elements in
the lattice of Turing reducibility (i.e. they are useless as oracles).
Our interest in meager languages is mainly due to the phenomena they exhibit with
respect to formal provability: If L is a meager language, then the statement U L is ipJinite"
is not provable in P A (as well as in PAd.
Technion - Computer Science Department - Technical Report CS0699.revised - 1991
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Definition 8: Let f : N --+ N be a function such that f(n) > n for all n. vVe call a
language L j-meage1' if, for infinitely many n's, any string in L is either shorter than n or
longer than f(n).
intuitively speaking, meager languages are languages that infinitely often skip big chunks of
lengths, avoiding all strings of such skipped lengths.
Definition 9:
1. A language L is meager if it is f-meager for every
e::

f

in the Wainer hierarchy - {FO' :

< EO}'

2. For a class C we sa.y that a la.nguage
language L is C-meager if there exists some L' E C such
that the symmetric difference L 6 L' = {x : L(x) f:. L'(x)} is meager.
Claim 2:
1. Define a function Mdn) d;j 'the n'th i for which L

n~i f:. <1>'. A recursive L is meager

iff ML is not provably recursive.
2. If a class C is closed under complementation then so
languages.

IS

the class of all C-meager

It appears that there is a strong connection between the notion of C-meagerness and provprov
ability:
Lemma 9: For every function g, let us denote DTIME(ng(n))
DTIME(ng(n») by Cg P Al
and only if SAT is Cg-meager for every S.C.F g,

If

P

f:.

N P if

Proof:
By theorem 4, PAl If P f:. N P iff R~AT is not dominated by Wainer hierarchy.
By Claim 1, if h is an S.C.F. and R isn't dominated by the hierarchy then for every I in the
hierarchy, there exists infinitely many n's s.t. Vn ~ m ~ I(n), R-I(n) ~ h(n).
Let A be the algorithm of lemma 7 (for computing SAT), and let A' be a similar alal
gorithm, with running time bounded by ng(n), then L(A')6SAT is meager iff R~AT is not
dominated by the Wainer hierarchy.
0
Next we apply the above chara.cterization
characterization of non-provability to prove the existence of
wide class on languages whose best provable lower bounds lie far below their true worst case
complexity.
Theorem 12:
there exists a language D j, computable in I, such that both DJ and
its complement Df are I-meager. (Furthermore, for every recursive I there exists
a recursive f' that dominates f such that D l' is computable in lineartime and i~
logspace).

1. For every

I

2. If D is I-meager then so is L n D for every L.
3. For every meager language L, the statement "L is not finite?' is not provable in PAl'
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Proof:
1. Given f : N --+ N let f+ be the function defined recursively by the equations f+(O) =
f(O) and, for all n, f+(n+ 1) = f(f+(n)). Let Df be {;c : max{y: f+(y) ~ x}iseven}.
Standard recursiveness arguments show that D f is recursive in f and it should be clear
that both D f and its complement Df are f-meager. The "furthermore" complexity
claim can be obtained by a standard padding argument.
2. This follows directly from the definition of meagerness.

3. Note that L is not finite if and only if the function M L is total. The claim pow follows
0
by Claim 2.1 and Lemma 4.
Corollary 13:
For every language L there exists a partition L = L o U L 1 such that
neither L o nor L I can be proved to be infinite within the framework of Peano Arithmetic.
(Furthermore, each of La, L I is computable from L in lineartime and logspace).

Proof:
Let f be an extremely fast growing recursive function and let D f be as granted
by part 1 of the theorem. By 1 and 2 of the theorem we conclude that L n D f and L n DJ
may serve as L o and L I as required.
0
Let us conclude this section by demonstrating an inherent 'easyness' property of meager
languages, namely, that using such a language as an oracle cannot significantly speed up any
computation.
Lemma 10: Let G be a meager language. If for a standard language L and an SCF
J, PAl f-"L f/:. DTI M E(f)" then, PAl cannot prove that an Oracle Turing Machine can
compute L in time fusing G as an oracle.
Note that by our main results, if the negation of a statement L E DTIlvf E(f) is not provable
in P AI, then the statement itself is true (semanticaly) in N (up to adding the inverse of any
Wainer function to I).
Let us also remark that, as any generic oracle (in the sense of Blum-Impagliazzo [BI87D
is necessarily a meager language, the last lemma offers an easy proof to to their Theorem
1.5.

5.1

A concrete example of non-provability

Let us demonstrate the emergence of non-provability of a lower bound, by translatipg the
Paris Harrington version of Ramsey Theorem into a decision problem of a binary language,
For more on this theorem see [GRS90].
Definition 10:
1. A set S

~

N is large if its cardinality is bigger than its first element.

2. n ~ (1)A; denotes the claim: For every function F from the r-subsets of {1, 2, ... ,,.}
to a set of size k, there exists a large subset S ~ {1, 2, ... ,n} of cardinality at le~t It
such that F is constant on the r subsets of S.
Technion - Computer Science Department - Technical Report CS0699.revised - 1991
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Example: Let us define the language

1. The following is an immediate consequence of Theorem 3.2 of Paris and Harrington

[PH7 7}:

PA If "{k: :In(< 1k,on >E L pH )} is infinite"
In particular, P A

If "LpH

is not regular'.

2. A standard pumping argument shows that

LpH

is not a Context Free Language.

3. It can be shown that L pH E Co - N P

6
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7

In this appendix we discuss some difficulties related to Lemma 4 (in section 3.1). In particular, we explain why can't we use this lemma to conclude that PAl f- P =/:- N P iff
P A f- P i- N P. To demonstrate these difficulties, consider the following algorithm (which
we denote by A), that is a variation of the algorithm in example 1:
On input x, if x is a code of a proof in P A of a contradiction - reject x.
Otherwise - enter an infinite loop.
Clearly, since PAis consistent, then A halts on every input. Moreover, we can bound its
running time by, say, n 3 • (the time that takes to verify that x is not a code of a contardiction
proof). Let us now define the function EX EGA:

EXEGA(x) = the first (and only) y s.t.

Iyl

~

Ix1 3 ,

and y is (a coding of) an accepting execution of A on x.
Since the claim: "\Ix ::Jy of length ~ Ixl 3 s.t. Y is (a coding of) an accepting execution of A
on x"
is a IT I formula that is true in N',
N, then P Al f- "EX EGA is a complete function". A noncareful usage of lemma 4, would lead to the conclusion that P A f- "EX EGA is a complete
function" , and hence
PA f- "PA is consistent", which is a contradiction to Codels second theorem [C031].
The catch here lies in the definition of the term "provably recursive function". Let us
recall that I is provably recursive in P A iff there exists an algorithm A J that computes I,
s.t. P A f- A J halt on every input. The definition says nothing about the ability of P A to
prove that A J computes f. In the above example, one can easily design an algorithm that
computes EX EGA, s.t. P A can prove its totality. But then, P A will not be able to prove
that this algorithm computes EX EGA.
Back to our business, assume that PAl f- P i- N P, then - by theorem 4 - R~AT is
dominated by F Ot for some a ~ Eo- Consider the following algorithm (which we denote by

B):
On input x, if R~AT(lxl) ~ FOt(lxl) - return R~AT(lxl)
otherwise - return 0
1. Clearly, B halts on every input. We can even bound the running time of B by FOt(n) x
nlogFa(n) X

2n +I. Since PA f- "FOt is complete" then PA f- "B halts on every inpuf'.

2. By our assumption, \Ix, R~AT(lxl) ~ FOt(lxl), So B really computes RfAT(lxl).
From 1 and 2 we conclude that, by definition, R~AT is provably recursive in P A. Still this
does not mean that P A f- "RfAT is complete", since we did not show that PA f- "B computes
RfAT' Consequently, we do not know how to prove, that in such a case, P A f- P =fi N P.
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